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Abstract 

With the Pitch Synchronous OverLap and Add (PSOLA) technique, natural speech prosody 
can be manipulated. In this study, the influence of a relative shift l::.P of the 'analysis pitch-marker 
positions', used by PSOLA, has been investigated. Psychometrie functions were measured by 
means of discrimination between speech signals synthesized using the original (l::.P = 0) and the 
shifted (l::.P # 0) analysis pitch-marker positions. These experiments are executed for lowered 
and raised pitch, both for the vowels /a/ and /i/. The results reveal that the pitch-markers can be 
shifted upto 15% of the distance between successive pitch-markers without the introduced distor
tions being aurally detectable. 

The experimental results have been compared with an intensity-discrimination model, based 
on detecting intensity differences between excitation patterns. The used model was not adequate 
to fit the experimental data, even though it predicted the discrimination between synthetic single
formant signals well, in a comparable preceding experiment. It is hypothesized that besides differ
ences in intensity there is at least one other cue on which subjects are able to discriminate between 
reference and signal. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The naturalness oftext-to-speech systems, which are often based on concatenation of prerecorded 
natura! diphones, can be increased by manipulation of prosody. This manipulation involves modi
fication of the fundamental frequency (intonation) and duration (tempo and rhythm) of the speech 
signa!. The ultimate target to strive for is to attain high synthesis quality and intelligibility and at 
the same time to reduce the computational cost. One technique that generally manages to achieve 
those competing aims quite well, is the Pitch Synchronous OverLap and Add (PSOLA) tech
nique [Charpentier 90, Laroche 95]. Under PSOLA manipulation, phonemic content and voice 
quality is maintained even though the speech signa! is manipulated with rather rough operations. 
However, sometimes annoying artefacts, such as hoarseness, accompany the alterations produced 
by the PSOLA manipulation. 

In preceding psychophysical experiments in which synthetic signals were manipulated with the 
PSOLA technique [Kortekaas 96], the pitch-marker position was found to be not a very critica! 
parameter in terms of detectability of distortions introduced by PSOLA. In practical applications, 
though, the position of the pitch-markers is generally considered to be a crucial factor for syn
thesis quality. The aim of the present study is to give a first impression about the relation between 
manipulation of natura[ speech and the psychophysical results. 

Psychometrie functions will be measured, in which sensitivity d' is presented as a function of 
the shift l:1P of the pitch-marker positions in relation to the signa! maxima. The results will be 
compared with the synthetic signa! manipulation experiments. 

In the next chapter a brief explanation of the PSOLA technique will be given. Chapter 3 summar
izes preceding findings of psychophysical experiments of interest for this research. Chapter 4 de
scribes the methodology of the experiment and chapter 5 presents the resulting experimental data. 
A comparison of these results with a model based on detecting intensity differences between ex
citation pattems is the main topic of chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 

The PSOLA technique 

The PSOLA technique consists of two phases: 

(1) the analysis phase; the signa! is decomposed into separate, but overlapping, segments, 

(2) the synthesis phase; the segments are recombined by means of overlap adding. 

In the analysis phase, the digitized speech waveform x( k) is windowed at particular points of time 
(see figure 2. lA), resulting in a sequence of segments Xn(k ): 

where hn ( k) is a sequence of pitch-synchronously positioned analysis windows (usually Hanning 
windows), centered around the successive points of time pmn, called pitch-markers. These pitch
markers are either determined manually by inspection of the speech waveform or automatically 
by means of some local fundamental frequency (FO) estimation. The window lengths are usually 
set to be proportional to the local pitch period (tempora! spacing between pitch-markers). In com
mon PSOLA applications and in this study too, a factor 2 is chosen, which means that successive 
windows and thus successive segments have 50% overlap. The equation for a Hanning window 
(raised-cosine function) with an overlapping factor of 50% is: 

where Ta is the analysis pitch-markers interval (local pitch period). In natura! speech, Ta will not 
have a constant value due to variation in FO. The analysis windows will be asymmetrical and in 
the equation above, the factor 2Ta bas to be replaced by the summation of the two consecutive 
pitch-markers intervals to the left and to the right, Ta-n = pmn -pmn-1 and Ta+n = pmn+l -pmn, 

' ' respectively. 

In the synthesis phase, segments are recombined after defining a new sequence of pitch-markers. 
A synthesized signa! is produced by first assigning a decomposed segment to each of the new 
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pitch-markers (pitch-marker mapping) and then performing the sample-wise overlap-add opera
tion, see figure 2.1 C. The speech signal can be slowed down by repetition of segments and will be 
accelerated by eliminating segments. By changing the time intervals between pitch-markers, the 
fundamental frequency is changed. Increasing and decreasing the distance between pitch-markers 
lowers and raises FO, respectively. 

Cl) 
"O 
::s :::: 
ê.. 
s 
< 

-Ta -

Time 

A 

B 

Figure 2. 1: Illustration of the PSOLA technique, adapted from [Kortekaas 96): Panel (A) shows the waveform of 
a signal. The thick vertical lines indicate the 'pitch synchronously' spaced analysis pitch-markers. The interval 
between two successive pitch-markers is indicated by Ta. The signa) is decomposed into segments by windowing it 
with Hanning windows (eosine curves). In panel (B) two segments are shown. Panel (C) shows the recombination of 
these segments by means of overlap-adding at the new pitch-marker positions. The interval between two synthesis 
pitch-markers (thick vertical lines) is indicated by Ta. 

In preceding psychophysical experiments (see [Kortekaas 96] and chapter 3), signals were gener
ated by using a formant filter excited by a pulse train. The shift of the pitch-marker positions relat
ive to the filter excitations was denoted by the parameter ~P. The filter excitations coincided, toa 
first approximation, with the signal energy maxima. The analysis and synthesis window rates are . 
defined by Fwa = l/T0 and Fws = 1/Ts, respectively (analogous to the fundamental frequency 
FO), where T0 and Ts are the average distances in time between successive pitch-markers in the 
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analysis and synthesis phase, respectively. The relative change of window rate is defined as: 

/:lF = Fws - Fwa X 100% 
Fwa 
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Chapter 3 

Preceding findings of psychophysical 
experiments 

In [Kortekaas 96] some psychophysical experiments of interest for this research were executed. 
Psychometrie functions with the analysis pitch-marker shift D.P as experimental parameter were 
measured for synthetic single-formant signals for D.F = -9.09% and D.F = +11.11%. These 
signals were generated by exciting a second-order digital resonator by a pulse train with an F0 
of 100 Hz, equal to the analysis window rate Fwa• The formant frequency fr was 1000 Hz with 
-3 dB bandwidth of 50 Hz. Some conclusions made in [Kortekaas 96] are summed up below. 

• The thresholds for discrimination between unmanipulated synthetic signals and PSOLA 
manipulated synthetic signals with shifted analysis pitch-markers were found to be approx
imately ID.PI = 25%. These thresholds are reasonably stable under level and formant fre
quency roving. 

• The influence of a pitch-marker shift can be described well with an intensity discrimina
tion model (to be explained in chapter 6). Although the differences between the single and 
multi-band model were small, the best results were obtained for the multi-band version, 
suggesting that discrimination was based on profile analysis. 

• If intensity discrimination determines detectability, then thresholds for higher F0 values are 
expected to be lower. The results of informal tests for Fwa = F0 = 250 Hz confirmed this 
expectation: ID.PI thresholds were between 10% and 20%, which is considerably smaller 
than 25%. 
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Chapter 4 

Methodology 

4.1 Stimuli synthesis 

For the synthesis of the stimuli, a string of vowels (la/ and /il) sung by a male speaker (L. ten 
Bosch) over two octaves with a fairly constant pitch, were used. With the help of the software 
programme GIPOS on a Silicon Graphics Indigo workstation, a vowel /a/ and vowel /i/ with an 
average pitch of 161 Hz and 166 Hz, respectively, were cut out. High and low sung vowels soun
ded strained and some vowels (in the middle region too) sounded quavery. The chosen vowels, 
however, were sung in the normal register of the speaker and had a reasonably constant pitch. 

Pitch marker locations were calculated by GIPOS using a method based on detecting local 
energy maxima by means of singular value decomposition [Ma 94]. In figure 4.1 the distribution 
of the instantaneous FO, which is the inverse of the distance in time between successive pitch
marker positions, is shown in a histogram. The FO distribution for vowel /a/ is much broader 
than for vowel /i/. The variation around the average FO is not systematic, i.e. the pitch fluctu
ates randomly and does not decrease or increase steadily from beginning to the end of the speech 
signal. 

In the environment of SI (an interactive signal processing prograrnrne), the vowels were lowered 
and raised in pitch by means of the PSOLA technique discussed in chapter 2. These manipulations 
were performed using regularly spaced synthesis pitch-marker positions, calculated by inversion 
of the chosen synthesis pitch. As experimental parameter, the relative shift t:::,,.p of the analysis 
pitch-marker positions with respect to the original pitch-marker distances calculated in GIPOS, 
was taken. In formula form: 

pmn = pmn + !:::,,.P (pmn+I - pmn) 
pmn = pmn + t:::,,.p (pmn - pmn-1) 

if t:::,,.p is positive 
if t:::,,.p is negative 

where pmn is the position (in time) of the shifted n th pitch-marker, pmn is the position of the 
unshifted n th pitch-marker and t:::,,.p is the relative pitch-marker shift (in fraction or percentage). 
The division into two parts, one for positive and one for negative values of t:::,,.p is neater than 
using only one formula. For example, when t:::,,.p is +1 (or +100%), the shifted n th pitch-marker 
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position pmn equals the unshifted (n + l)th pitch-marker position pmn+l · When ~pis -l(or -
100% ), pmn equals pmn- l · lf only one formula is used, the first one for example, the pitch-marker 
shift is correct for positive, but not for negative ~p values. lf instead of a relative pitch-marker 
shift, an absolute (constant) pitch marker shift of ~p times the average pitch-marker distance is 
taken, the pitch-marker shift will be incorrect both for positive and negative values. 

20 
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Figure 4.1: Histogram of instantaneous FO (inverse of the distance in time between successive pitch-marker posi
tions) for the vowels /a/ and /i/. The horizontal axis is continuous over the left (vowel /a/) and right panel (vowel /i/) 
and is subdivided in equal steps along the whole length. The bins are equally spaced. The FO distribution for 
vowel /a/ is much broader than for vowel /i/. The dotted vertical lines represent the average FO values. 

The psychoacoustic measurements were set up in SISG (a script-based subsystem of SI). The 
sample frequency of the speech signals was doubled from 16 kHz to 32 kHz, used throughout 
the signa! processing. The stimulus duration was 400 ms with ramping of the first and last 25 ms 
using a Banning window. The separation between successive stimuli was 200 ms. After AD con
version, overall signa! levels were adjusted to 70 dB SPL by means of analog attenuation. In order 
to increase stimulus uncertainty, level roving between intervals, uniforrnly distributed in the range 
of± 5 dB, was applied. As mentioned in chapter 3, level roving did not 'dramatically' affect per
formances in preceding experiments [Kortekaas 96]. The purpose of level roving is to reduce the 
possibility of the subject fixating on a particular 'accidental' loudness difference between refer
ence and signa!. 

Psychometrie functions were measured by means of discrimination between speech signals syn
thesized using the original (~P = 0) and shifted (~P =p 0) analysis pitch-marker positions, 
called ' reference' and 'signa!', respectively. The pitch manipulation consisted of lowering and 
raising the pitch, both for the vowel /a/ and the vowel lil. For vowel /a/, with an average analysis 
window rate Fwa of 161 Hz, the synthesis window rate Fws for the lowered and raised condi-
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tion was 127 Hz and 195 Hz, respectively. The relative change of window rate l::,.F is -21.1 % 
and +21.1 % respectively. Vowel /i/, with an Fwa of 166 Hz, was lowered to 129 Hz and raised 
to 196 Hz, giving a l::,.F of -22.3% and + 18.1 %, respectively. By chosing these changes of win
dow rate, the synthesized signals have a pitch corresponding with speech signals in the string of 
vowels (approximately two tone intervals lowered and one and a half raised). These vowels were 
used for measuring the discrimination between analysis pitch-marker shifted, PSOLA manipu
lated signals with regularly spaced synthesis pitch-markers (calculated) and original synthesis 
pitch-markers (taken from the corresponding vowels), see section 5.1. 

4.2 Measurement procedure 

During the experiments, the subjects were seated in a soundproof booth and received the stimuli 
over Beyer DT 990 headphones. They responded via an ordinary keyboard. Immediate feedback 
was given by revealing "correct" or "incorrect" after each trial and by reporting the percentage 
correctly answered trials per run. The method used for measuring the psychometrie functions of 
discrimination between reference and signa!, was the 3l3AFC odd-ball procedure (3 Intervals, 3 
Altematives, Forced Choice). The odd-ball interval contained the pitch-marker shifted signa!. In 
each run the combination of l::,.P, vowel type (/a/ or /i/) and pitch manipulation (lowered or raised 
pitch) was fixed. Each run consisted of 15 trials. The experiment with the whole set of runs, i.e. 
all tested combinations, was performed 4 times. Each condition thus was tested 60 times. 

The experiments were performed by three subjects; MH (the author), RK (the supervisor) and 
JV. The first two subjects were familiar with the kind of stimuli used in this experiment. Subject 
JV additionaly performed one set of runs as learning phase, which was left out of the analysis. 
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Chapter 5 

Experimental results 

5.1 Preliminary experiments 

Psychometrie functions for discrimination between PSOLA-manipulated ( 'signal') and unmanip
ulated natura} vowels ('reference') were measured as a baseline experiment. The experiment was 
performed by subjects MH and RK for both vowels and both directions of pitch manipulation. The 
analysis pitch-marker shift t:1P was varied between 0% and 50%. The synthesis pitch-marker po
sitions were regularly spaced by calculating the positions with constant Fws , or irregularly spaced 
by using the original pitch-marker positions of the corresponding vowel in the string of vowels. 
For both conditions a discrimination of 100% was observed, even for t:1P = 0, indicating that 
the PSOLA technique introduces detectable distortions. 

In another experiment, psychometrie functions were obtained for discrimination between PSOLA
manipulated vowels using regularly spaced ('reference') and original synthesis pitch-markers ('sig
nal'). The original pitch-markers were obtained by calculating the pitch-marker positions of the 
vowel, taken from the whole string of vowels, with a pitch corresponding to the pitch of the syn
thesized signal. The analysis pitch-marker shift t:1P was varied between 0% and 50% and was 
equal for reference and signal. The experiment was performed twice by subjects MH and RK 
for both vowels and for lowered, raised and fixed pitch. The fixed pitch actually corresponds to 
discrimination between the PSOLA-manipulated speech signal with regularly spaced synthesis 
pitch-marker positions with Fws = average(Fwa) and the original speech signal. The results are 
shown in figure 5.1. The percentage correct responses Pc was converted tod', a measure of sens
itivity of the subject for the physical difference between a reference and a signal. d' is defined 
within the theory of signal detection [Gelfand 90, Versfeld 92]. A table was used for conversion 
[MacMillan 91] . 

The psychometrie functions of subject MH are very different from those of subject RK. Sub
ject MH is able to discriminate between the reference (for which regularly spaced synthesis pitch
markers are used) and signal (for which original pitch-marker positions are used) for all condi
tions. Subject RK, however, is only able to discriminate for a few conditions (/a/ fixed, all t:1P 
values; /i/ lowered and /a/ raised, t:1P > 10%). No explanation has been found for this pecu
liar behaviour. Discrimination is probably based on detection of a non-statie ('vibrating') pitch 
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in the signal. lt is worth mentioning that both subjects are musically trained. lt is likely that a not 
musically trained subject will find more difficulty in discriminating on the basis of the vibrating 
pitch cue. Vowel lal, fixed pitch, seems to cause less discrimination difficulty than vowel lil, fixed 
pitch. The distribution of FO for vowel lal is much broader than for vowel lil, as can be seen in 
figure 4.1. If FO variation is a tempora} cue on which subjects discriminate, it is likely to play a 
more dominant role in the vowel lal condition. This is in agreement with the experimental results. 

/a/ lowered 

/a / fixed 

- -, -
3... ..... ' 

2 
d' 

1 

0 

/a / raised 
4~-~-~--~-~-~ 

3~----e---~~-~~-----b 

0 20 30 40 50 
~ p (%) 

/i / lowered 

_.x--~----·..:.. . )( ·- · ............... ... ...... -:-. ·-

/i / fixed 

/i / raised 

- -X - - -X- - - - - -

0 10 20 30 40 50 
~ p (%) 

Figure 5.1: Psychometrie functions for discrimination of PSOLA-manipulated speech signals with regularly spaced 
and original, irregularly spaced synthesis pitch-marker positions. Sensitivity d' is represented as a function of pitch
marker shift t::..P. The horizontal dotted line is the threshold d' = 1. Mean data of subject MH and RK are shown 
by circles and cross-signs, respectively. Left panels: vowel /a/, right panels: vowel /i/. Top panels: lowered pitch, 
middle panels: fixed pitch, bottom panels: raised pitch. 

5.2 Pitch-marker shift experiments 

Psychometrie functions were obtained for discrimination of PSOLA-manipulated speech signals 
with unshifted and shifted analysis pitch-marker positions. The analysis pitch-marker shift b,,.P 

was varied between -50% and +50%. The percentage correct responses Pc was converted tod' . 
The standard deviation of Pc over the 4 sets of runs was calculated and converted tod' too. The 
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mean d' values and standard deviations, as a function of the pitch-marker shift l:1P are represen
ted, per subject, in the figures below (figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4). Figure 5.5 shows the results for 
all subjects combined. 

d' 

d' 

2 

0 

3 

2 

0 

/a/lowered 

-50 -30 -10 0 10 
öP(%) 

30 

la I raised 

50 -50 -30 -10 0 10 
öP(%) 

30 50 

Figure 5.2: Psychometrie functions for discrimination of PSOLA-manipulated speech signals with unshifted and 
shifted analysis pitch-marker positions, for subject MH. Sensitivity d' is represented as a function of pitch-marker 
shift b.P. The horizontal dotted line is the threshold d' = l. Mean data are shown by circles, standard deviations 
by vertical bars. Top panels show the results for vowel lal, bottom panels for vowel /i/. Left panels show the results 
for lowered pitch, right panels for raised pitch. 

The discrimination thresholds, estimated by taking the l:1P values at the points of intersection of 
the horizontal line d' = 1 with the curves of the psychometrie functions, are listed in the table 
below. 

/a/ lowered /a/ raised /i/ lowered /i/ raised 
MH -11 +19 -16 +13 -17 +13 -15 +16 
RK -13 +15 -17 +21 -23 +10 -13 +15 
JV -15 +15 -18 +21 -22 +12 -16 +23 

average -13 +16 -16 +18 -21 +12 -15 +17 

Table 5.1: Estimated discrimination thresholds for the pitch-marker shift experiments. 

The differences across the subjects are small, with the exception of the raised /a/ for which the 
sensitivity of subject MH in the l:1P > 0% region is higher and the raised /i/ for which the sensitiv
ity of subject JV in the l:1P > 0% region is smaller than the other two subjects. The psychometrie 
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Figure 5.3: Psychometrie functions for discrimination of PSOLA-manipulated speech signals with unshifted and 
shifted analysis pitch-marker positions, as in figure 5.2 but for subject RK. 
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Figure 5.4: Psychometrie functions for discrimination of PSOLA-manipulated speech signals with unshifted and 
shifted analysis pitch-marker positions, as in figures 5.2 and 5.3 but for subject N. 
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Figure 5.5: Psychometrie functions for discrimination of PSOLA-manipulated speech signals with unshifted and 
shifted analysis pitch-marker positions, for all three subjects, shown in figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, combined. 

functions are, for the most part, symmetrie around !::,,.P = 0%, except for the lowered /i/ curve 
which is skewed to the left (negative !::,,.P direction). 

5.3 Discussion 

The discrimination performance approximately reaches threshold at an absolute value of t::,,.p of 
15%. The position of the pitch-markers thus is nota very critica! parameter, nevertheless it should 
be placed near the signal energy maximum, at least within the interval of -15% and +15% of 
the distance between the two successive pitch-marker positions. This interval is smaller than the 
threshold of 1/::,,.PI = 25% for synthetic single-formant signal discrimination with F0 = 100 Hz, 
but comparable with the 1/::,,.PI threshold values between 10% and 20% for synthetic signals with 
F0 = 250 Hz, found by [Kortekaas 96] (see chapter 3). By manipulating natura! vowels (with 
additional information, more formants for example) instead of synthetic single-formant signals, 
the distortions introduced by the PSOLA manipulation may increase the discrimination perform
ance. But it is also possible that the lower thresholds of the natura! vowel experiments relative to 
the F0 = 100 Hz synthetic signal experiments are caused by a higher F0. 
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Chapter 6 

Model 

The main question in this chapter is how the discrimination results relate to the results obtained 
with a psycho-acoustical model. The investigated model is an intensity-discrimination model 
based on detecting intensity differences between excitation patterns [Florentine 81]. This model 
was able to describe the experimental results of the variation of the pitch-marker positions, using 
synthetic single-formant signals, pretty well, see [Kortekaas 96] and chapter 3. 

6.1 Theory 

The intensity-discrimination model only takes spectra} cues into account. For both the reference 
and the signal, excitation patterns are calculated by means of filtering using a Gammatone fil
ter bank [Patterson 87]. The level differences between the excitation patterns ~LE,i per channel 
i, are determined. These channel bandwidths correspond with the auditory critica} bands. The 
partial sensitivity in channel i is d~. The model assumes that d~ is proportional to ~LE,i with a 
constant factor k which is the same for all channels. The overall sensitivity d' is derived from the 
partial sensitivities d~, i = [1, . .. , N], where Nis the number of channels. Two different versions 
are investigated: a single-band and a multi-band version. In the single-band version the overall 
sensitivity d' is equal to the maximum of the partial sensitivities: 

d' = . max (dD = k · . max (~LE,i) = k · Dmax 
i=l, ... ,N i=l, .. . ,N 

In the multi-band version, partial sensitivities are combined according to [Durlach 86]: 

N N 

d' = (I: d~
2 )½ = k · (I: ~LE/)½ = k · Dsum 

i=l i=l 

According to the two formulas, d' is linearly related to Dmax or Dsum• By performing a linear 
regression on the experimental data (expressed in d') in dependence on Dmax or Dsum, the pre
dictive power of the model can be investigated. The slopes k of the linear regression equations are 
calculated, per subject, in [Kortekaas 96], for a comparable pitch-marker shift experiment, with 
the main difference that synthetic single-formant signals, instead of natura} speech vowels, were 
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used. The average over all three subjects is k = 0.17 for the multi-band model and k = 0.28 for 
the single-band model. 

6.2 Results 

Excitation pattems were calculated for the references ( unshifted) and signals ( shifted pitch-markers) 
used in the experiment. Dsum and Dmax for the multi-band and single-band version, respectively, 
were calculated out of the level diff erences between the excitation pattems of reference and signa!. 
The d' predictions of the model, calculated by multiplying k by Dsum or Dmax, are represented in 
figure 6.1. Shown are both the multi channel variant (solid line, o markers) and the single, max
imum channel variant (dashed line,+ markers), as well as the in figure 5.5 represented measured 
psychometrie functions averaged over all subjects (dot-dashed line, x markers). 

The predicted curves are more flat and shallow than the psychometrie functions measured in 
the experiments. In the top left panel (/a/ lowered), an unexplained peak value is present with d' 
values for the multi-band and single-band model of 5.3 and 4.5, respectively. 
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Figure 6.1: Psychometrie functions for discrimination of PSOLA-manipulated speech signals with unshifted and 
shifted analysis pitch-marker positions, predicted by the intensity-discrimination model. Sensitivity d' is represen
ted as a function of pitch-marker shift D.P. The horizon tal dotted line is the threshold d' = 1. Shown are the multi 
channel variant (solid line, o markers), the single, maximum channel variant (dashed line,+ markers) and the meas
ured psychometrie functions of the experiments (averaged over all three subjects). Top panels show the results for 
vowel /a/, bottom panels for vowel lil. Left panels show the results for lowered pitch, right panels for raised pitch. 
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The estimated threshold values (points of intersection of the horizontal line d' = l with the pre
diction curves) are listed in table 6.1. 

lal lowered lal raised lil lowered lil raised 
Multi-band model -25 +11 -34 +18 -15 +13 -15 +17 
Single-band model -37 +11 -38 +20 -21 +17 -13 +15 
Experiment average -13 +16 -16 +18 -21 +12 -15 +17 

Table 6.1 : Thresholds predicted by the intensity-discrimination model for both the multi-band and the single-band 
variant and average thresholds measured by the experiment. 

6.3 Discussion 

The differences between the predicted d' values of the single and multi-band model are small. 
Taking this small difference into account, the multi-band model resembles the measured psycho
metrie functions slightly better. Comparison of the average measured and the model predicted 
thresholds in table 6.1 reveals that the thresholds for vowel lil are estimated well by both models 
but for vowel lal the model predictions deviate greatly from the measured thresholds; the model 
threshold values are higher. The psychometrie functions generated by the model are less steep at 
the sides. 

One possible hypothesis is that the slope k of the linear regression equation is too small. If k 
increases, d' will increase too, resulting in a better fit of the model for the vowel lal. But this will 
inevitable result in increased d', and thus decreased thresholds for the vowel lil, while the pre
dicted psychometrie functions resembled the measured psychometrie functions reasonably well 
with usage of the previous k for vowel lil. So this hypothesis is not likely to be true. 

Another possibility is that k is not a constant factor. If k is not equal for both vowels, the 
predicted psychometrie functions for vowel lil can remain unchanged while those of vowel lal 
can be adapted. But k is a measure of sensitivity of the ear for intensity level differences within 
a channel (bandwidth). lt would be very odd if the auditory sensitivity changes when the level 
differences are caused by presenting a vowel lal instead of a vowel lil. The difference between the 
prediction performance of the model for vowel lal and lil may be caused by spectra} differences 
such as position of the formants. If instead of the assumed equalness of k for all channels, k 
varies from channel to channel (but is equal for both vowels), the model may be able to fit the 
psychometrie functions of both vowels. The disadvantage, however, is that a k dependend on the 
spectra} position of the channel results in many unknown parameters. With these parameters it 
is not difficult to attain a better fit, but it is to be doubted if the resulting model is still a usefull 
representation of the auditory perception. 

A third hypothesis is that the used filter bandwidths are too broad. Narrowing the bandwidths 
may result in an increase of detectability of intensity differences by the model. Due to a higher 
resolution, a notch in the amplitude spectrum, introduced by the PSOLA manipulation, will easier 
be detected. But this change of the width of the channels undermines the underlying ideas of the 
model that the channels correspond with the critica} auditory bands. 
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All this implies that the used model is not adequate to fit the experimental data, i.e. besides 
differences in intensity there is at least one other cue (a tempora! cue, for example), on which 
subjects are able to discriminate between reference and signa!. 

Although this model is adequate for describing the results of the pitch-marker shift experi
ments using synthetic single-formant signals, this is obviously not the case with natura! vowels. 
The used intensity-discrimination model only takes spectra! cues into account. Implementing a 
model which focusses on tempora! cues will give more information about the discrimination be
haviour and is therefore a recommendation for further research. 

The duration of the used signals was 400 ms. lf shorter signals will be used (which may occur 
in practical applications), the possible additional tempora! cue may be less eminently present. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

• The PSOLA technique introduces detectable distortions, even for !:lP = 0. 

• The measured discrimination thresholds for the pitch-marker shift experiment are approx
imately j!:lPI = 15%. The position of the pitch-markers is nota very critical parameter for 
synthesis quality. 

• The thresholds for vowel lil are estimated reasonably well by an intensity discrimination 
model but for vowel lal the model predictions deviate greatly from the measured thresholds. 
The multi-band version of the model resembles the measured psychometrie functions better 
than the single-band version, but differences are very small. 

Although this model is adequate for describing the results of the pitch-marker shift exper
iments using synthetic single-formant signals, this is not the case with natural vowels, i.e. 
besides differences in intensity there is at least one other cue (temporal cues, for example ), 
on which subjects are able to discriminate between reference and signal. 

• The used intensity-discrimination model only takes spectral cues into account. Implement
ing a model which focusses on temporal cues will give more information about the discrim
ination behaviour and is therefore a recommendation for further research. 

• Research on the influence of the spectral content of a natural speech signal (position of the 
formants, for example) on the discrimination behaviour of subjects, will give further in
formation about the perceptual effects of PSOLA manipulation. 
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